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INTRODUCTION

The number of people aged 80 years or more, also called the "oldest-old," is increasing worldwide. According to UN projections (UN, 2015:9), the number will have tripled to 434 million by 2050. In Denmark (population total 5.8 million), the number of oldest-old will have doubled to 500,000 by 2040 (Statistics Denmark, 2018). Caring responsibility for ageing parents is expected in most cultures (Stuifbergen & van Delden, 2011), and informal caregiving is generally well-researched. However, in Nordic welfare countries, little is known about adult children's experience of caring responsibility for the oldest-old.
Advanced age is associated with increased risk of illness, frailty and use of healthcare resources (WHO, 2015). In Denmark, most of the oldest-old resides in the community; of these, 50% are living alone (Statistics Denmark, 2019) and 32% receive home care (DanAge Association, 2017a). Older people living alone are particularly vulnerable, have poor self-reported health and face everyday life challenges including mobility issues, risk of social isolation and loneliness (Birkeland & Natvig, 2009; Fisher, Baker, Koval, Lishok, & Maisto, 2007; Kharicha et al., 2007; Rolls, Seymour, Froggatt, & Hanratty, 2011; Taube, Jakobsson, Midløv, & Kristensson, 2016). They are also at increased risk of unplanned hospitalization (Pimouguet, Rizzuto, Lagergren, Fratiglioni, & Xu, 2017).

In Denmark, health and social services are financed by general taxes and therefore free of charge (Danish Ministry of Health, 2017). Home care and home nursing are provided by the municipalities according to individual need to allow people to stay in their own homes as long as possible. Even so, relatives undertake much informal caregiving (Lewinter, 1999; 2003; DanAge Association, 2017b) like in other countries. Approximately 1/3 of the populations in 20 European countries are informal caregivers (family and friends) (Verbakel, Tamlagstrønning, Winstone, Fjær, & Eikemo, 2017), and informal caregiving is more common in Nordic countries than in Central, Eastern and Southern Europe (Verbakel et al., 2017). Demands on relatives like adult children are thus high and expected to increase because of current structural changes to reduce healthcare costs. However, adult children are typically at a stage in their own lives where they face competing demands and must balance work, parenting, spousal relationships, early retirement and other life demands, while simultaneously facing caring responsibility for their older parent(s) (O’Sullivan, 2014).

Informal caregiving is associated with physical and emotional strain, the so-called caregiver burden (Adelman, Tmanova, Delgado, Dion, & Lachs, 2014; Bastawrous, 2013; Del-Pino-Casado, 2018; Dinh, Mutsaers, & Papaioannou, 2017) but may also be experienced as worthwhile and meaningful (Roth, Fredman, & Haley, 2015; Tjuljam, Perälä, & Laukkala, 2012).

Previous studies have focused mainly on hospital settings, the discharge process and home care or nursing home settings (Bridges, Flatley, & Meyer, 2010; Ekström et al., 2019; Lewinter, 2003; Rustad, Cronfalk, Furnes, & Dysvik, 2017; Sivertsen, Lawson-Smith, & Lindhardt, 2018; Savde, Hovland, Ulleburstr, & Råholm, 2019). Caregivers have been conceptualized as “conductors” responsible for maintaining the “rhythm” necessary for an older person’s well-being, whether at home or while hospitalized (Lowson et al., 2013). In a study of how relatives experienced hospitalization of older persons and collaboration with nurses in an acute ward, Lindhardt, Bolmsjö, and Hallberg (2006) found that some relatives entrusted the older person’s care into the hands of health professionals and therefore had some respite from caregiving activities; others did not and adopted controlling behaviours, closely monitoring care and treatment.

Family caregivers have often been studied as a homogeneous group (Jarling, Rydström, Ernst-Bravell, Nyström, & Dalheim-Englund, 2019; Junntunen et al., 2018; Lindhardt et al., 2006; Moral-Fernandez, Frías-Osuna, Moreno-Cámara, Palomino-Moral, & Del-Pino-Casado, 2018; Ringer et al., 2017). In a meta-analysis of spouses, adult children and children-in-law, spouses reported more depression symptoms and greater financial and physical burden than adult children and children-in-law, which was explained mostly by spouses’ higher levels of care provision (Pinquart & Sörensen, 2011). However, adult children become primary caregivers if the parent lives alone and they have a history different from that of a spousal relationship. They would have relied on their parent for support and nurturing, but now they must provide support and assistance to their parent. Bastawrous, Gignac, Kapral, and Cameron (2015) investigated factors contributing to adult children caregivers’ well-being, for example duration and type of caregiving (i.e. instrumental or emotional), parent’s condition and impairment type (cognitive impairment was associated with greater depression and higher burden than physical impairments) and parent-child relationship quality.

Adult children’s motivation for providing informal care has been discussed in terms of pure altruism, reciprocity or family norms (Kilmaviciute, Perelman, Pestieu, & Schoenmaeckers, 2017). However, what does it mean to have a caring responsibility in a Nordic welfare context? As healthcare professionals, we must gain a deeper understanding of this group of relatives who offers support across healthcare levels (Bridges et al., 2010; Lowson et al., 2013; Rustad et al., 2017) and are a vital albeit often underestimated resource in the care and well-being for older people.

3 | AIM

To provide lifeworld insights into the experiences of adult children with caring responsibility for an 80+-year-old chronically ill parent with frailty.

4 | METHODS

4.1 | Design

To explore the lived experience of the phenomenon of caring responsibility from adult children’s perspectives, we conducted a qualitative study based on Reflective Lifeworld Research (RLR) (Dahlberg & Dahlberg, 2019; Dahlberg, Dahlberg, & Nyström, 2008). RLR works across phenomenological and hermeneutic philosophies and is focused on the lifeworld; the taken-for granted-world of experience (Dahlberg & Dahlberg, 2019). RLR aims to illuminate the essential meaning of a phenomenon which requires openness, flexibility and a reflective attitude towards it throughout the entire process. In RLR, this attitude is called “bridling”; it includes awareness of the impact of our pre-understandings (Dahlberg et al., 2008), for example scientific theories, being healthcare professionals and having (had) older parents...
ourselves. Thus, the authors continuously reflected on and discussed the evolving process of understanding, patiently waiting for the essential meaning of the phenomenon to show itself during the analysis.

4.2 | Participants

Participants were 12 adult children (five sons, seven daughters) aged 38–73 years (mean 58 years) whose parents were 81–98 years old (mean 88 years), chronically ill, living alone with frailty and therefore receiving home care support with activities of daily living (ADL), for example personal hygiene, toileting or eating and with instrumental activities of daily living (IADL), for example cleaning and cooking. Their parents also received home nursing mainly focusing on medication. We used the standard frailty definition: “A medical syndrome with multiple causes and contributors that is characterized by diminished strength, diminished endurance and reduced physiologic function that increases vulnerability for developing increased dependency and/or death” (Morley et al., 2013). Parents diagnosed with dementia were excluded.

In collaboration with staff at a geriatric department, the first author selected participants using a purposeful sampling strategy (Holloway & Galvin, 2017) to ensure selection of those currently experiencing the phenomenon of caring responsibility. Participants were included if they were primary caregivers having contact with a parent daily/several times a week; and if they could read, write and speak Danish. Variation regarding sex, age, occupation and the parent’s medical condition and care setting appeared during the selection process and thus allowed diverse perspectives to be addressed (Table 1). After consent from the parent, the first author contacted the participant. Preliminary analysis showed that the 12 participants’ lifeworld experiences adequately represented the general structure of the phenomenon of caring responsibility.

4.3 | Data collection

Data were generated from January–September 2018 using diaries and interviews. The adult children completed a 2-week diary from the time of their study inclusion. They could choose between different formats and received an envelope with an audio-recorder, a notebook and written guidance with open questions like: “Could you please tell about your experiences during your father’s/mother’s hospital stay? During the discharge process? During home care assistance?” The diary allowed participants to report their experiences shortly after they occurred and undisturbed by the researcher (Clayton & Thorne, 2000). Eight participants completed the diary: two using the audio-recorder and six using a handwritten format. The diary length varied with most being a couple of pages long (range 1–20 pages). Four participants did not complete the diary due to distress and a lack of time.

The diary was followed up with an in-depth interview (Dahlberg et al., 2008) by the first author who used an interview guide and diary notes as starting points to further explore the adult children’s experiences with caring responsibility. The guide comprised questions expanding on their experiences with caring responsibility, for example: “What is it like to help and support your mother/father? Can you give examples of the caring responsibility you experience? What does helping you parent mean to you?”

The time and location of the 12 interviews were determined at the participants’ convenience: two face-to-face interviews were conducted in the participants’ homes and 10 telephone interviews were conducted in the evenings. Interviews lasted 40–75 min and were recorded. The first author transcribed verbatim the audio-recorded/handwritten diaries and interviews for textual analysis.

4.4 | Ethical considerations

Assuming that both the parent and the adult child were in stressful and vulnerable situations, we gave high priority to ethical considerations during the entire process. Oral and written information about the study was given, including an option to withdraw from further participation at any time. Parent and child had time to discuss participation before providing written consent. Confidentiality and anonymity were assured (Nordic Nurses’ Federation, 2003). The study was approved by the Danish Data Protection Agency (reference number 2015-57-0066).

4.5 | Data analysis

All data were analysed and discussed with an open, reflective and bridled attitude following the methodological principles of RLR (Dahlberg et al., 2008). Analysis encompassed empirical data from diaries and interviews as a whole, focusing on differences and similarities in descriptions of meanings across data. This approach was cyclic; data were read thoroughly several times to gain an understanding of the overall picture. Thereafter, significant texts, called meaning units, were marked with notes of initial understanding. Related meaning units from diaries and interviews were then gathered in temporary clusters helping the researchers determine the essential structure of meanings. The clusters were then related to each other to find a pattern that described the essential meanings of the phenomenon of caring responsibility followed by descriptions of meanings further constituting the phenomenon. An example of the analysis process is presented in Table 2.

5 | FINDINGS

The essential structure of the meanings is that the phenomenon of caring responsibility is “a condition of life, filled with uncertainty.” Three closely intertwined constituents contribute to the phenomenon: (a) balancing love, duty and reciprocity; (b) being the parent’s
advocate and manager; and (c) experiencing concern and bodily strain.

5.1 | A condition of life, filled with uncertainty

Adult children experience caring responsibility as a condition of life, filled with uncertainty. This state is always present and closely intertwined with affection and obligation and a feeling of giving back some of the help received from the parent earlier in life. It is a condition to be concerned with one’s parent’s well-being:

   My father is not spoiled. I am giving back a little bit of what he did for me.

Uncertainty relates to the parent’s situation with illness, growing frailty and dependency:

   It hurts me to see my strong and proud father crumble within a few months and I am worried about what lies ahead.

However, uncertainty also relates to concerns about how to balance caring responsibility and the caregiver role in different healthcare contexts and one’s own life. The health and social services do not always deliver the expected care, which increases uncertainty about the parent’s situation staying in his/her own home; and this sparks concerns regarding growing old and dependent oneself.

5.1.1 | Balancing love, duty and reciprocity

Adult children’s feeling of caring responsibility comes from love and gratitude towards their older parents, most of whom have been there for their children and helped them in earlier years; now the children want to reciprocate. However, not all children/siblings seem to assume caring responsibility, which increases the load on those who do. Often one (or two) of the children, living nearby and having a closer relationship with the parent, becomes primary caregiver. The feeling of duty and reciprocity depends on the relationship with the parent and the family’s history:

   I may always have had a closer relationship with my parent(s) than my little brother. He does not feel so obliged to visit and help our mother.

It is meaningful to provide informal care related to IADL, for example shopping; cleaning; taking the parent to the dentist or hospital; and administer the parent’s finances. However, assisting with intimate ADL like personal hygiene or toileting is not perceived as natural. This is experienced as being inordinate for both child and parent; thus, an unspoken agreement exists that such ADL are primarily handled by home care.
Practical tasks are often foregrounded. Care and support are time-consuming and can sometimes be burdensome, for example when a mother repeatedly calls her son whom she knows will come and help her. Thus, the older parent occasionally expects that the child will provide help when needed.

Some children are uncertain about when to involve their parents and find it difficult to balance dependence against independence and to maintain the parent’s autonomy and dignity. Others aim to protect and relieve their parent of worries by withholding information:

*I feel my father is very thankful and trusting. He is quite aware of the work I do for him and he is confident in my ability. However, I am sure he is not totally aware of the colossal workload that is required. There are many interactions with individuals who are vital in his healthcare, both on a spoken and written level. If he was told this information, it would be counterproductive, so there is no point telling him.*

Gratitude and a trusting relationship seem essential when one or two of the children become primary caregiver(s). They take on the role of communicating and coordinating with siblings, other family members and the health and social systems. However, communication can be a challenge, especially if the relationship between the family members is problematic:

*I have started talking to my angry sister again because it is necessary to communicate and coordinate, e.g., who visits him (the parent) and when. One day, I asked her to do something very specific, so she did, but otherwise she did not do anything.*

Caring responsibility is also driven by feelings of duty, closely intertwined with love for the parent:

*I feel my brother and I did not help our mother, she could not stay in her apartment. However, I feel my life goes by helping her. It is annoying, but my conscience forbids me to act differently.*

The children have true concerns about their parent’s well-being and feel a huge responsibility. They respond to the uncertain situation by supporting and doing things their parent can no longer manage alone, even if this has consequences for their own lives.

### 5.1.2 Being the parent’s advocate and manager

For some children, having caring responsibility means supervising and taking on the role of being the parent’s advocate and manager, which involves mediating the best care and treatment irrespective of setting. The health and social systems are appreciated as they relieve the children from some of their worries about their parent’s basic needs. However, relief is not necessarily associated with being satisfied with the care and treatment provided. Uncertainty is still there, and sometimes, the children have to argue with doctors to arrange hospital admittance for their older parents and remind nurses of basic care needs:

*My father was placed in a chair for 11 hours in the emergency department. Finally, I had to call them: ‘My father needs to be put to bed, he’s old and tired and hasn’t had his medicine or even eaten yet’. That was the first time I found out they were about to send him home. When I finally got through to a doctor, who was extremely aggravated with me, I was forced to tell him exactly how I felt about the whole situation. After my conversation, my father was offered a bed and moved to the geriatric ward.*

For some, the advocate/manager role means being alert and checking on healthcare professionals to mediate and ensure that the parent...
receives the right care, treatment and medication; like a daughter who refused to take her mother home from the emergency department before the nurse had inspected her mother’s urine; and further investigation revealed a kidney infection. Or another daughter who asked a home care assistant to call a nurse because the assistant was about to tube feed her father without knowing the instructions. Children also discover medication errors, especially regarding antibiotics, at discharge:

At least twice my father has been discharged and not received the prescribed antibiotics. The home care nurse did not notice the error before I made her aware of it.

Advocating means participating in meetings with healthcare professionals, for example discussing the parent’s need for home care. A son explains how he and his brother have to participate to explain their father’s situation. Otherwise, the healthcare professionals that should help him would leave him within 2 min because their father would not admit the discomfort he experienced and would not ask for help. Being the parent’s manager implies much coordination and being the one trying to have an overview of the parent’s care arrangements:

The love and familiarity in the relationship have not changed. However, as I know all of the people who are involved in his case, all the arrangements with individuals and council employees, all these people call me. Therefore, I feel more like his business manager.

Caring responsibility enhances being proactive on the parent’s behalf. However, uncertainty is experienced when balancing between standing firm and simultaneously not being viewed by healthcare professionals as being troublesome when questioning decisions. The children know that the health and social systems are under pressure but prefer more proactive systems and suggest that “a contact person who is affiliated with the patient would be helpful.”

5.1.3 | Experiencing concern and bodily strain

Although assuming caring responsibility is a condition of life, it is stressful watching an old parent become ill, frail and dependent and this situation is accompanied by constant concern and uncertainty about the parent’s well-being, including a touch of guilt. A daughter explains that when she leaves her father’s home, she thinks that she should turn the car and drive back to him. Uncertainty is enforced because the father is living alone with illness and frailty. This feeling is present although her father receives home care several times a day. In general, the children are concerned about their parent’s well-being and basic needs, for example whether the parent is eating and drinking sufficiently and receiving the agreed care by the health and social systems.

Adult children want to be there and help whenever necessary, but it can be difficult to find time, especially when they are still working, in which case it is very important to have a flexible employer, for example, during the parent’s hospital stay. A daughter expresses difficulties with her work this way:

I often had to catch up hours at work because I was off a lot during my father’s hospital stay.

Some adult children set aside their own needs, like leisure activities. A daughter explains how she used to take language and dance lessons, but her mother now takes all her time and has done so for a couple of years. Even if the adult child is retired, he/she may be caught between the responsibility for his or her parent and the rest of the family. Being the only child or having a sibling abroad increases the burden. A daughter explains, crying, how she feels like being the only person her mother has. She feels like having the overall responsibility, even though her mother is an independent human being. It is quite stressful living with the uncertainty of what lies ahead, and it leads to bodily strain like constant worrying, nervousness, insomnia and forgetfulness. A son explains how he wakes up in the middle of the night thinking about all kind of things regarding his father; and a daughter expresses how her nerves are in tatters because she never knows what will meet her when she opens the door to her mother’s house. Another younger daughter with small children describes how she is under extreme pressure and sometimes has problems remembering things. She experiences that home care cannot manage her father’s complex care needs. Therefore, it is a relief for her when her father is hospitalized:

When he is at home, there is never peace; there is always something one has to take into consideration. Now my father is in the hospital; this allows me a moment of peace. As soon as I know his condition is worsening, I revert to my stressed stage.

In addition to uncertainty and concerns regarding their older parent, some adult children describe uncertainty and concerns about ageing and becoming dependent themselves because they experience gaps in the health and social systems:

My concerns also apply to my own life. I am not sure I want to grow old because who will take care of me? My son lives far away, lucky me.

This daughter is very sceptical about the Danish health and social systems and the policy of ageing in place.

6 | COMPREHENSIVE UNDERSTANDING AND DISCUSSION

The phenomenon of caring responsibility for an old parent with frailty and illness is experienced as “a condition of life, filled with uncertainty”. Our findings highlight adult children’s deeply rooted will to show caring responsibility for their parent. Even in a Nordic
welfare state like Denmark, caring responsibility is experienced as a condition of life. The children could leave all care to the formal health and social systems, but they do not. They want to reciprocate; expressed as wanting to give back some of the help they received from their parent(s). In line with other studies (Lindhardt et al., 2006; Lowson et al., 2013), they act as advocates and managers to protect and ensure their parents’ well-being. Our findings confirm those of Johansson and Sundstrøm (2006), who showed that solidarity between generations, expressed as willingness to help older persons in need, is not superseded by extensive public care. On the contrary, it has gained new ground in the face of public service curtailments. This may be explained by looking closer at the concept of caring.

Caring means to be concerned about and can be understood as the basis for all human relations (Delmar, 2013, 2018; Martinsen, 1993). According to the German philosopher Heidegger (1962, p. 227), caring or “Sorge” in German is a fundamental basis of our being-in-the-world. Heidegger distinguishes between “Besorgen,” meaning our engagement with things, and “Fürsorge,” meaning our engagement with other people. “Fürsorge” is commonly translated as “solicitude,” suggesting care like in “taking care of children” (Heidegger, 1962, p. 157). Life is one’s own self-being, as well as being at the same time with others, for which caring is constitutive. Therefore, a close connection between care, self-care and solicitude exists that is inherent in adult children’s descriptions of caring responsibility as a condition of life. “Fürsorge” may explain motives of love, duty and reciprocity, which are at play between adult children and their parent in the present study. With “Fürsorge,” care manifests in our everyday life in two ways. The first kind of “Fürsorge” is substitutive; the caregiver is putting him or herself in the other person’s place for as long as it takes; the caregiver “leaps in” (einspringen) to take over responsibility for a current situation. In the second kind of “Fürsorge,” the caregiver “leaps ahead” (vorausspringen) of the care recipient to show the way towards future possibilities and potentials. Adult children seem to assume and balance “Fürsorge” in both ways in various combinations: when they take over responsibility and become advocates and managers mediating between their older parent, the health and social services and the rest of the family; and when they balance feelings of love, duty and reciprocity enforced by the fact that the parent lives alone and needs support with IADL. “Fürsorge” is an ongoing condition of life. However, in the situation with an old, ill parent, the practical part of “Fürsorge” seems to background togetherness because the child is busy with the new roles as, for example housekeeper, chauffeur, advocate and manager, thus disrupting balanced reciprocity in the relationship. The child must navigate in this new asymmetrical relationship while still being the son/daughter, trying to maintain the parent’s autonomy and dignity.

Regarding dignity, it is noteworthy that an unspoken agreement seems to exist between parent and child that intimate ADL should be handled by home care. This is different from studies from other parts of the world, where adult children may do whatever necessary including providing financial support (Abalos, Yasuhiko Saito, Cruz, & G.T. & Booth, H., 2018; Aires et al., 2017; Mendez-Luck, Kennedy, & Wallace, 2008). However, this mutual agreement is consistent with findings of prior studies by Haberkern and Sydlik (2010) and Suanet, Groenou, and Tilburg (2012), showing that most of the population in Western European countries favours government responsibility in this respect, especially in the Netherlands and the Scandinavian countries. Interestingly, according to Verbakel et al. (2017), informal caregiving is common in Nordic countries and Denmark has the second-highest prevalence rate (42.8%) of informal caregivers among 20 European countries. This supports the findings in the present study that adult children are working hard to ensure the well-being of their parent.

Though being a condition of life, showing caring responsibility is accompanied by uncertainty. With Heidegger’s word, care means to be concerned, which implies a degree of uncertainty. The whole situation with an old, ill parent with frailty makes adult children face existential, life-constraining life phenomena (Delmar, 2013, 2018) like powerlessness and despair, causing concern and bodily strain. These findings are in line with previous research where “caregiver burden” was measured mainly through “burden scales” (Adelman et al., 2014; Bastawrous, 2013; Pinquart & Sörensen, 2011; Ringer et al., 2017). However, uncertainty also relates to how to balance growing dependency and maintaining the parent’s autonomy and dignity, balancing feelings of love and duty, when to support and participate in important decisions and when to step back, or with Heidegger’s words, when to leap in and when to leap ahead. For some children, it may be difficult to detach themselves from the caregiving role and just be “the child.” They may become entrapped, like the daughter who skipped all her leisure activities. Balancing one’s own life, including work-life if not yet retired, is a challenge. A study by Eldh and Carlsson (2010) confirms how middle-aged adult children expressed that they seemed to work all the time, either as employees or as an informal caregiver, some even decided to retire earlier than planned (Carlsen & Lundberg, 2018).

Uncertainty is constantly present as an existential concern about what lies ahead regarding the parent’s illness, frailty and dependency. Uncertainty is sometimes enforced by the perception of the health and social systems’ failure to deliver the expected care and treatment; and some children experience uncertainty when mediating between their parent and healthcare professionals. They try to leap ahead and balance obtaining the best care and treatment for their parent with the risk of being viewed as too demanding. In line with previous research (Bridges et al., 2010), adult children would prefer the healthcare professionals to be more proactive and sensitive, which would prevent some uncertainty. Adult children’s experiences with caring responsibility for an older parent raise concerns about growing old and becoming dependent, even in a welfare state like Denmark. These concerns should be considered when planning future care and policies for older people and relatives like adult children.
6.1 Study limitations

Using the diary method to allow descriptions of experiences shortly after they occurred was a challenge since the amount of data was minimal due to participants’ distress and lack of time. The diary method should, therefore, be considered in combination with other methods and was here complemented by in-depth interviews allowing rich lifeworld descriptions. Furthermore, telephone interviews are often depicted as a less attractive alternative to face-to-face interviews because of the absence of visual cues (Holloway & Galvin, 2017). However, in the present study telephone interviews allowed participants to feel relaxed and able to disclose sensitive information (Norvik, 2007) and describe the phenomenon of caring responsibility in terms of feelings of sadness, anger and love.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Despite support from the Danish health and social systems with ADL, IADL and home nursing, adult children in this study worked hard to ensure the right care and treatment for their older parent. The phenomenon of caring responsibility is a condition of life; however, it is accompanied by substantial uncertainty due to the parent’s illness and frailty and is enforced by the fact that the parent often lives alone. Reflections on care and Heidegger’s concept of ‘Fürsorge’ allows a deeper understanding of the phenomenon, showing how caring responsibility means balancing uncertainty while fulfilling different roles concerning the parent, one’s own life and the health and social systems, leading to constant concerns and bodily strain. Caring responsibility changes the relationship between parent and child and makes it more asymmetrical, with the child trying to leap in and leap ahead while balancing the parent’s autonomy and dignity.

7.1 Implications

Nuanced lifeworld descriptions and comprehensive understanding of the complex phenomenon of caring responsibility from the perspectives of adult children caring for an old, frail, chronically ill parent who lives alone have several implications:

- These insider views can enhance empathic understanding and allow a deeper level of care focusing on patient and family.
- Adult children play a vital role in their parent’s care and treatment; thus, it should be considered how such a role can be more actively acknowledged and how adult children can be more actively involved in planning arrangements.
- Supporting relatives like adult children in their caregiver role in a more proactive way, it would be beneficial if a contact person be affiliated with the older parent whether he or she was hospitalized or living at home.
- At a policy level, the contributions and responsibilities assumed by adult children should be recognized since they play a crucial role in the policy of ageing in place. Furthermore, their concerns regarding future elderly care should be considered.
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